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Abstract
The Internet-of-Things is an open source architecture for enabling information
sharing between globally connected devices, which existing system do not of-
fer.  However,  the Internet-of-Things induces the single points  of failure and
long communication  delay.  Thus,  the  Sensible  Things  platform is  proposed,
which is a fully distributed system. So far, it has produced components to share
sensor and actuator information on the Internet. In the past, manual work was
problematic since physical access could be difficult on remote locations. There
were also difficulties to detect if the devices were actually working properly.
Therefore, the thesis mainly focuses on the functionality which is able to check
status, update software automatically and restart the devices with new software.
The thesis first analyzes the mechanism of the automatic updating and describes
the methods for it. The automatic updates of demonstrator is implemented in
My-Eclipse. Finally, this paper describes the evaluation of the automatic updat-
ing in Sensible Things platform.

Keywords: Internet-of-Things, Sensible Things Platform, peer-to-peer system,
automatic updates, restart.
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1 Introduction
This  is  a  bachelor  thesis  on  Automatic  updating  Functionality  for  Sensible
Things Platform. I am a Chinese international student majoring in Computer
Engineering in Mid Sweden University. 

1.1      Background and problem motivation
Nowadays, lots of Internet based systems have been constructed and put into
use, they facilitate our working and daily life to a great extent. With the fast de-
velopment of network technology and communication technology,  there is  a
trend to make it much easier and efficient to get the needed service and desired
requirements. But, the Internet provides poor efficiency to get the information
by means of simple direct communication between computers. Moreover, peo-
ple want more intelligent behavior beyond simply information process. There-
fore,  the Internet-of-Things is proposed. Because the Internet-of-Things(IoT)
enables ubiquitous information sharing between connected things on a global
scale, which almost existing systems do not provide. Further, IoT is able to pro-
vide more personalized, automatized and intelligent behavior. Therefore, there
are intelligent applications which can utilize information from different devices
to provide more intelligent behavior and provide convenience to our daily life
in IoT.

1.2     Overall aim

The  IoT has faced multiple problems and fixed them during it development.
However, the needs users wants to make use of to facilitate their life are in-
creasing, the IoT are faced up to new challenges. As the network technology is
developing rapidly, people also want easier and more simple way to make ma-
chine work normally. As we all know, the manual updates not only need started
by people, which consumes time, but also pose the possible risk as people oper-
ate inappropriately, thus, the manual updating is ineffective to a certain degree.
In this case, the automatic updating is a better choice compared to the manual
updating. Currently, in IoT, if one of the devices connected to the internet stops
working,  they have to  be manually restarted and updated.  However,  manual
work can be problematic since physical access can be difficult on remote loca-
tions. More, there are difficulties to detect if the devices are actually working
properly. 

Therefore, the main goal of this project is to create functionality to update soft-
ware automatically and restart the devices connected to the Internet-of-Things.

1.3 Concrete and verifiable goals

The IoT is not only concerned about software applications, but also referred to
various hardware devices. Therefore, it is necessary to specify several goals as
following to address the above stated problem.
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Goal 1: Study the theory of automatic software updating 

First, it is important to have a knowledge of the basic concept about automatic
updates. The automatic update may be not so easy as just downloading a new
version file and making use of it directly. Instead, the point is not only to imple-
ment the updates but also in an automatic and safe manner. 

Goal 2: Design Automatic Updating Extension

Then, based on the automatic updating theory and the project requirements, de-
sign an extension which can check status of the devices, preferable as a HTML
page usable on the website. Functionality to make the devices download new a
version of their program code(a JAR file). And lastly, restart to begin using the
new version. In addition, the automatic updating and remote restarting should
be operated in an authentication manner.

Goal 3: Implement the proposed design

According to the characters or requirements of the automatic updating and re-
mote restarting, specific technologies and methods are chosen. When it comes
to implementing the proposed design, several features should be token into ac-
count shown as follows：

● Check status of the devices, preferable as a HTML page usable on the
website

● Enable remote updating of the program code

• Before downloading the new version, the devices need to authenti-
cate  the  updating  commands  which  are  broadcast  by  authorized
node.

• After downloading the new version, it is needed to check the authen-
ticity of the downloaded file.

• Guarantee the devices not to be updated simultaneously to keep sys-
tem staged roll-out.

• Log the updating action to enhance security and reversibility.

● Enable remote restarting

• Guarantee the nodes not to be restarted simultaneously to keep sys-
tem staged roll-out.

● Create a proof-of-concept demonstrator and scenario in IoT
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Goal 4: Evaluate the end results and propose future work

Finally, an evaluation is necessary. After updating the software, we need to cre-
ate the functionality to inspect whether the devices are able to work normally
and give the results as expected or not. Moreover, it is also need to compare the
performance after and before the updates. The features which can be compares
includes of the communication delay, the stability of the device, the accuracy of
data and so on.

1.4 Scope

This thesis pays an attention to the implementation of the automatic updating. It
aims to enable devices to be updated automatically instead of manually. Those
devices are connected to the platform and share information with other devices
in the IoT, particularly Raspberry Pi devices. Moreover, the automatic update
should not be performed by all the nodes simultaneously to avoid the platform
crash. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the mechanism to process automatic up-
dates in secure manner, rather than the fault tolerance, global consistency and
security issues and so on.

1.5  Outline
Chapter 2 mainly describes the theory, such as the standards, scientific articles,
books, magazines, documents on the web, technical reports and so on. Chapter
3 focuses on the methodology to the concrete goals which are mentioned above.
Chapter 4 introduces the detail to implement the functionality which is aim at
the automatic updates. It also presents how to use the technology and algorithm
to achieve a goal. In Chapter 5,  the objective results of the empirical study are
presented in a form that is lucid and easily understandable as possible. Chapter
6 gives an overall conclusion based on the project result and compares the re-
sult with what we expect. In this chapter, my own views, subjective comments
and explanations of the results are discussed. 
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2 Theory
This chapter introduces the background material in the project, such as the stan-
dards, scientific articles, books,  magazines, paper on the Internet and so on.

2.1 Internet-of-Things

Internet-of-Things(IoT)[1] is “the network of physical objects or  ‘things’ em-
bedded with electronics, software, sensors and connectivity to achieve greater
value and service by exchanging data with the manufacturer, operator and/or
other connected devices”. “Applications which utilize information from sensors
attached to different things in order to provide more personalized, automatized,
or even intelligent behavior are commonly referred to as  IoT applications[2],
[3],[4]. The IoT can be seen as a natural evolution of computer networking and
communicating devices, which has gone from simple direct communication be-
tween computers,  to  globally connected  computers.  And now small  devices
such as smart phones that are ubiquitously connected to the Internet together
forming a worldwide network of interconnected everyday objects”. 

2.2 Automatic Updating

The Automatic Updating[5] is a service which  can automatically keep the de-
vices up to date with the latest updates and enhancements. The automatic updat-
ing client no longer needs to search for critical updates and information on the
internet. The Automatic Updating includes the ability to download and install
updates without many manual operations. When it comes to the Automatic Up-
dating, there are two manners. One is the pulling manner, where the Automatic
Updating client search for the latest software or products periodically from the
updating servers. The other is the pushing manner, that's to say the updating
servers take the responsibility for informing the automatic updating clients of
the new software or products by means of broadcasting the automatic updating
commands to them when there is a new software or product released. Then, the
automatic  updating client  is  given the option to  download available  updates
then prompt the automatic updating client to install them, or to notify the auto-
matic updating client prior to downloading any available updates. At that time,
the clients compare the installed software with the newest versions and respond
to the server request by indicating the software that need to be updated. After
that, the newest versions are transferred from the server to the clients over the
Internet. After download is completed, it  is time to install the new software.
When installing the new software or product, it is necessary to stop and termi-
nal the being used software. Meanwhile, the log file or certain profile would be
also updated to record the automatic updating operation.
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Secure issues

To avoid being cheated,  the devices  can not download the software directly
when receiving the updating commands from the special node which is the only
one having the right to execute updating. Since the updating commands might
be forged or altered by hackers. Similarly, after downloading the software, it is
also necessary to  check whether  the downloaded software is  corrupt or not.
Thus, it is critical to verify the authenticity of the updating commands to figure
out where it comes from and whether it is modified or forged or not. So that
cryptography or secure protocols are needed.  If the downloaded file is authen-
tic, install it. More, to keep system staged roll-out, clients can not download the
new versions simultaneously.

2.3 Technology

To achieve the implementation, specific technologies and method are used. 

2.3.1 Struts2

Struts 2[6] is “an open-source web application framework for developing Java
EE web applications. It uses and extends the Java Servlet API to encourage de-
velopers  to  adopt  a model–view–controller  (MVC)[7] architecture” which is
shown as figure 1 shows where the database is optional.

Figure 1, architecture of Struts2

2.3.2 DSA

DSA is the Digital Signature Algorithm[8], which is employ asymmetric cryp-
tography and provides mathematical technique to validate the authenticity and
integrity of a digital message or document. DSA also is one technical method to
implement the cryptography and network security[9].  A valid digital signature
can prove that  “the message  was created  by a  known sender,  such that  the
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sender  cannot  deny having  sent  the  message(authentication  and non-repudi-
ation) and that the message was not altered in transit(integrity).”

Usually, the Digital Signature algorithm has 3 parts mainly. The first part is the
key generation, includes the public key and private key generation which spe-
cifies the certain algorithm parameters for computing the public key and private
key. The second phase of the DSA algorithm is the signature generation signed
in the private key, where a digital signature is generated which gives a recipient
reason to believe the message was created by a known sender. Last one is signa-
ture verification which can check if the message was not altered in transit. 

2.3.3 MD5 Message Digest Algorithm

MD5 Message Digest Algorithm[10] is “widely used cryptographic hash func-
tion producing a 128-bit(16-byte) hash value, typically expressed in text format
as a 32 digital hexadecimal number”. MD5 has been utilized widely and com-
monly used to verify data integrity. For example, file servers often provide a
pre-computed  MD5 checksum for  the  files,  so  that  a  user  can  compare  the
checksum of the downloaded file to it. The flow diagram is same as the follow-
ing figure 2.

Figure 2, flow chart of MD5
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2.4  Windows Update

Nowadays, the automatic updating is used widely, specially in the software up-
dating and operating system updating and so on.

The Microsoft company provides many applications, such as the Microsoft Of-
fice, Microsoft Expression Studio and Windows Live Essentials and so on. In
addition,  there  is  one  critical  service,  Windows  Update[11] which  provides
automatic updates for Windows components[12],  [13]. Windows update auto-
matically checks for the latest updates for user's computer. Depending on the
Windows Update setting the user choose, Windows can install updates automat-
ically at specific time or just let users know they are available. With the auto-
matic updating, users don't have to search for updates online or worry that crit-
ical fixes for Windows might be missing from user's computer.

Windows Update has several steps as following.

At first, Windows Update provides a control panel which enable Windows cli-
ents to configure automatic updating settings. According to the settings, Win-
dows Updates service checks the Windows Update Web Site for high-priority
updates according to the time table set by the user. If clients prefer to download
and install updates themselves, they can set Windows to notify them whenever
high-priority updates become available, then download and install available up-
dates. Therefore, updates which include security and other critical updates, are
automatically delivered to the clients' computer and installed on the schedule
that clients set.

Once the clients are informed with the newest version, then compare the in-
stalled software with the newest versions and respond to the server request by
indicating the software that need to be updated. 

Sequentially, the newest versions are transferred from the server to the clients
over the Internet. Meanwhile, the Windows updates are able to provide high se-
curity by protecting the computer  against  new and ongoing attacks,  such as
latest viruses and vulnerabilities to malicious software and security exploits. 

After installing updates, clients might be prompted to restart the computer[14].
Cause the security update operation updates a Dynamic link library(DLL)[15]
that is loaded in one or more processes that are required by Windows. The se-
curity update cannot be completed while the DLL is loaded. Thus, the security
update must stop the process that causes the DLL to be loaded. However, the
process in which the DLL is loaded cannot be stopped while Windows is run-
ning. In this case, there is no choice but to shut down Windows to complete the
security update. Besides that, some .exe files need to be updated, but they can-
not be updated while the program is running. However, the process can not be
stop unless shutting down the Windows. In another situation, the update make
changes to the registry. These changes require restarting the computer or the re-
gistry entries are read only when starting the computer. If the installing updates
have  problems,  the  Windows  provides  a  built-in  Windows  Update
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Troubleshooter  that  can  automatically  find  and  fix  some common problems
with Windows Update.

The proposed automatic updating in the project is similar to the Windows up-
dating,  but  there  is  still  some  difference.  First,  there  is  no  setting  panel
provided, thus the application are not able to configure the automatic updating
settings. Secondly, there is only one newest version recommended in once up-
dating. So the client has no choice but to be updated with the newest version.
More, cause the updated software is not operating system, the updated software
is updated instead of the device. 
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3 Methodology
Based on the concrete goals proposed in Introduction, it is necessary to make a
plan about how to make it, then choose the proper model and technology to
make it. Thus, this chapter describes the solution for each concrete goals which
are represented as following.

Goal 1 is to study the theory of automatic updating. The sequential goals can
not  be  processed  until  having  a  knowledge  of  the  automatic  updating.  To
achieve this goal, the first thing is to read some references, such as standards,
scientific articles, books, etc. Then, make an attempt to try out the existing vari-
ous automatic updating productions. Finally, investigate the existing automatic
updating productions to have an idea about what the automatic updating is and
how the automatic updating works.

Goal 2 is to design system for automatic updating service. To design a satisfied
system, it is needed to investigate the existing automatic updating system. Then,
make a comparison of different automatic updating system. Meanwhile, do a
survey on the Sensible Things platform and design the proper automatic updat-
ing solution for it. Sequentially, design solutions for the restarting component
and status checking component needed in the system. Finally,  design the inter-
faces  between  these  components  to  integrate  them together  and  make  them
work as expected.

Goal 3 is to implement the proposed design. That is mainly to implement the
device status checking, automatic updating and remote restarting services. In
order to achieve the automatic updating service, remote restarting service and
status checking service proposed in the designed system, figure out how the ex-
isting systems realize these services. Based on that, choose the proper methods
and technologies for them. Then, implement the interfaces between them to in-
tegrate them into the designed system. Finally, implement the proposed system
in My-eclipse with Java.

Goal 4 aims to make an evaluation on the end results and propose future work.
At first,  conclude the advantages and disadvantages of the designed system.
Then, make a plan to test whether the system can provide automatic updating
service and remote restarting service as expected or not. Sequentially, evaluate
the results in efficiency and scalability. To proposing the future work,  find out
the potential drawbacks of the designed system. More, predict the needs which
are not implemented in the design and may well be required in the future, such
as the fault tolerance, global consistency, concurrency, stability, higher security
and so on.
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4 Implementation
This chapter illustrates the structure of the proposed  project,  which is imple-
mented on top of Sensible Things platform(ST). Moreover, it describes the de-
tail and analyses the functionality of each component in the project. The follow-
ing figure 3 demonstrates the structure of the project.

Figure 3, project structure

4.1 Sensible Things Platform

“The Internet-of-Things will require ubiquitous information sharing between
connected things on a global scale, which existing systems do not offer. Most
current efforts focus on solutions for information dissemination, which induces
single points of failure and introduces unnecessary communication delays. To
this end, the Sensible Things platform is proposed, which is a fully distributed
open source architecture for building Internet-of-Things based applications and
enables  devices join in  and leave the platform gracefully.” Besides that,  the
platform also provides the security mechanism. The Sensible Things platform is
consist  of lots  of intelligent  applications  which can utilize information from
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sensors attached to different things in order to provide more personalized, au-
tomatized, or even intelligent behavior. These applications may address a vari-
ety of areas, such as environmental monitoring (pollution, earth quake, flood-
ing, forest fire), energy conservation (optimization), security (traffic, fire, sur-
veillance), safety (health care, elderly care), and enhancement of social experi-
ences.

4.2 Observer

Observer is the device connected to the Sensible-Things platform. 

It mainly aims to check if the devices are working properly. Besides that, the in-
formation sharing of ST is achieved by means of the communication between
observers and client devices. 

To achieve the mentioned functionality, the observer can request for the sensor
value from other client devices, thus it can retrieve the information back. In this
way, the information is shared among devices in a global scale. By the way, it
helps to detect whether the devices are working properly.

4.3 Authorized Node

The authorized node is one special node, which is authenticated and trusted by
all the device. More, it is responsible for updating and restarting all the devices
connected to the ST platform. So, it is the updating centre in ST. More import-
ant, only it has the right to do that.

The overall aim of the authorized node is to update all the device if a new ver-
sion is released. 

To achieve this goal, it can upload the new version, update all the device with
new version and remote restart the device to make them using the new version.
For security, the communication between the authorized node and other devices
are assisted by cryptography.

4.4 Client Device

Client Device is the device connected to the Sensible-Things platform, such as
a sensor, a computer, a mobile phone and so on. The client device maintains
some information, such as the temperature, the map and so on. 

The overall aim of the client device is information sharing. 

To achieve information sharing, the client device shares the information with
other devices. To provide better performance, the client device can be updated
with a new software automatically and remote restarted to begin using the new
software. 

11
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4.5 Status Retrieving Component

Status Retrieving Component is to get the status value from client device. The
detail about the status retrieving component is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4, status retrieving

It is obvious that there are two devices involved. One is the observer, which
aims to check if the client devices are working properly by requesting for the
status from the client devices. Another one is the client device which maintains
the some information, such as the temperature, map and so on. 

There are 5 steps in this component:

1) & 2). The observer tries to find the client device with the client device's uni-
versal context identifier(UCI) in the ST platform; then gets the reply.

3). Observer requests for the sensor value from the client device;

4) & 5). The client device is triggered by the request, then replies to that.

6). The observer presents the sensor value on a web page by means of Struts2
technology.

While, the transmission and communication of resolving request, resolving re-
sponse, sensor value request and reply are provided by the ST platform.  

4.6 Uploading Component

Uploading component in the project aims to upload the newest release, and pro-
vides managers great convenience to upload the new software. The uploading
component  is  explained  in  a  clear  and  understandable  manner  as  figure  5
shows.
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Figure 5, diagram of updating component

As figure shows, the JAR uploading operation is only processed in the autho-
rized node side. Other devices have no right to do that. 

After the uploading process is triggered by an uploading command from the ad-
ministrators. There are mainly 4 procedures:

1).  Select the local JAR file to the newest JAR;

2).  Make a copy of the current JAR;

3). Upload the newest JAR;

4). Log all the operations in uploading component in detail.

4.7 Automatic Updating Component

The Automatic Updating Component is to update all the devices in the ST plat-
form with a new software. It involves authorized node and client device. This
component  is  only executed by the authorized node,  other devices don't  the
right to do that for avoiding being cheated and attacked.

For security issues, the automatic updating component adopts asymmetric cryp-
tography, DSA and MD5 to provide security. Here, the authorized node holds a
pair of keys and shares its public key to all client devices. 

13
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A premise is that the first thing of the client device is to subscribe the autho-
rized node, as long as it is connected to the platform. Then, all the client devices
connected to the ST platform are subscribers of the authorized node. At the au-
thorized node side, the authorized node maintains a list of its subscribers.

The flow chart of the automatic updating component is shown as figure 6.

Figure 6, flow chart of automatic updating

PS: PK means the public key. 

As figure 6 shows, there are 10 steps:

At authorized node side, The authorized node execute the automatic updating
when it is informed with the updating command delivered from the administra-
tor.:

1). Then, the authorized node generates the updating message.

2).  The authorized node adopts the digital  signature to encrypt  the updating
commands for security. The signature generation uses the private key of the au-
thorized node to sign the updating message. The private key of the authorized
node is encrypted and preserved in a file. 

3). After generating the signature for the updating message, the automatic up-
dating also generate the message digest for the newest jar file by means of MD5
message digest algorithm, to guarantee the authenticity of the downloaded file.

14
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4). Sequentially, the authorized node starts up a TCP server to accept the down-
load requests from the client devices.

5). Next, the authorized node broadcasts the updating command.  The updating
command consists of the updating message in clear and the signature as the fig-
ure 7 shows.

Figure 7, format of the updating command

In client node side:

6). It verifies the signature. In detail, use the authorized node's public key to de-
crypt the signature and compares the decryption result with the updating mes-
sage, once the client node receives the updating command.

7). If verification in step 7 successes, the client node tries to connected to the
authorized node and makes a downloading request.

8). it download the new jar file along with the digest of the new jar file.

9). After downloading, the device would check the integrity of the downloaded
file by generating the digest of the new jar file and comparing it to the down-
loaded digest. The downloaded file is regarded as authenticated if they match.
The details about the digest verification is shown as following figure 8.

15
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Figure 8, Signing and Verifying procedure of Message digest

10).  After downloading the jar file correctly, the client device make a copy of
the jar file being used. Then, overwrite the old jar with the downloaded jar file.
At the same time, it also logs all these operations for security and reversibility.

Now, the client device has downloaded the newest one. While it still makes use
of the old jar. That's cause when the Sensible Things application in client device
is processed, it loads the jar file at first. Therefore,  the new jar file can be used
when the application is restarted next time.

So, that is why the remote restarting is performed.

4.8 Remote Restarting Component

Remote Restarting Component is executed to make the device begin using the
new software after  the automatic updating component is  operated.  It  is  per-
formed by the authorized node, while other devices do not have the right to run
this component to avoid being attacked. Figure 9 shows the mechanism of re-
mote restarting process.

Figure 9,  diagram of remote restarting

The remote restarting component is executed by the authorized node which is
the only one that has the right to do that. There are 9 steps in the remote restart-
ing component:

At authorized node side:
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1). After transferring the new jar file, the authorized node generates the restart-
ing command.

2). Sign the digital signature for the restarting message with its private key.

3). Sequentially, combine the restarting message with the digital signature to a
restarting command.

4). Send out the restarting command to the client device. Here, the format of re-
starting command is almost similar to that of the updating command.

In client device side:

5). The client device would verify the restarting command similarly as it veri-
fies the updating command.

6). If the verification is correct, the restarting component resorts to interprocess
communication, where the ST application writes a restart sign to the reboot file.
Restart sign means the ST application needs restarted.

7). Then wait for random time before exiting. Here, cause ST application does
not have too much work to do, it just few seconds or less time to exit.

8). At this time,  another process in the client device would reboot the ST ap-
plication if and only if it read a restart sign from the reboot file. Before reboot-
ing, the process removes the restart sign from the reboot file in case of reboot-
ing again and again.

9). Finally, ST application is restarted and works with the new JAR.

Then figure 10 shows how the interprocess communication in the remote re-
starting component performs.
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Figure 10,  interprocess communication

The remote  restarting  component  should consider  much more  secure  issues,
such as transmitting the data the ST application in figure 10 has to another ST
application on another client device before exiting from the platform to main-
tain the platform working correctly. Moreover, the random waiting time for the
ST application to exit from the platform should be determined according to the
network situation and the exiting time which the ST application spends to stops
all the related work.
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5 Results
The Results chapter mainly aims at presenting the project results, such as the
measurement, calculation and/or the simulation results in a form that is as lucid
and easily understandable as possible. The project results consists of the results
of status retrieving component, uploading component, automatic updating com-
ponent and remote restarting component.

5.1 Observer

The observer in the project is aim to inspect if the devices are working properly
by status retrieving. It is implemented as a web project, which make it easy for
managers to inspect the devices. The index page looks like the figure 11 shows. 

Figure 11,  the index of the observer

As we can see, there is a drop-down box which contains multiple sensors' UCI.
Thus, the administrators are able to request for the status values from multiple
devices connected to the ST platform by clicking on the “Get Sensor Value”
button. At the bottom of the web page,  the critical sensor values are listed.
Cause the observer do not get the sensor value, these values are unknown.
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5.2 Authorized Node

The authorized node is the tool for administrators to control the system, which
has  the  uploading  component,  automatic  updating  component  and  remote
restarting component. 

To facilitate the administrators to operate the system, the authorized node pro-
vides a GUI as following figure 12 shows.

Figure 12,  GUI of the Authorized Node

As we can see, the version number of current JAR held by the authorized node
is presented at the top of the GUI. In the meddle of the GUI, there is a list list-
ing all the subscribers(client devices) of the authorized node. In addition, there
are three buttons at the bottom, which triggers the uploading component and
automatic updating component accordingly.  The remote restarting component
is executed by the automatic updating component.

Besides the above GUI, the authorized node also depends on a library which
contains several important files, the authorized node can not work without it,
cause the information preserved in these files needs to be read before or in the
authorized node run time. 
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Figure 13,  the folder needed by Authorized Node

It is very clear that there are 4 files in the folder of which the name is “updat-
ing_lib”.

1). The JAR file “SensibleThings.jar” is the newest JAR file. Without it, the au-
thorized node can not execute the updating and remote restarting components.

2). While the JAR file “SensibleThings_4.0.jar” is the old version. As the name
says, the version of this file is 4.0.

3). The “version.txt” file preserves the information of JAR files which have
been or will be used to update all the devices as figure 14 shows.

 Figure 14,  the content of “version.txt” file

Reading the “version.txt” file, the authorized node has an idea which JAR file is
the newest version and the file path of the newest version.
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4). Well, as the file name says, the “privateKey.dat” file stores the keys of the
authorized node, which is used to generate the signature when broadcasting the
updating commands. 

5.3 Client Device

The Client Device is the device in ST and holds some information, such as the
temperature, map, etc. The GUI of the client device is presented as figure 15,
which displays the sensor UCI, sensor value, the jar version and the network
address.

Figure 15, GUI of the Client Device

Similar to the Authorized Node, the Client Device also needs a library contain-
ing several important files. It can not work without the library, cause the in-
formation in these files are needed before or in the client device run time. 

For example, the client device works with the communication system enabled
of platform provided by the jar file “SensibleThingsBeta.jar”, so it can not work
without the jar file “SensibleThingsBeta.jar”  in the library shown as figure 16. 
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Figure 16,  the folder needed by Client Device

As we can see, there are 5 files in the folder. 

1). The “publicKey.dat” file keeps a structure which contains the authorized
node's public key. The public key is used to verify the signature contained in the
commands from the authorized node.

2). The “interaction.txt” file is needed by ST application and another process
(restarting process), which is responsible for restarting the ST application. Thus,
it aims to interprocess communication in remote restarting component.

3). The “SensibleThingsBeta.jar” file is the newest jar file downloaded by the
ST application in the Client Device from the Authorized Node.

4). While the “SensibleThingsBeta_old.jar” file is the older version as its name
shows and it will not be used any more unless there is something wrong with
the newest jar file.

5). The “logfile.txt” file records the updating operations in detail. In detail, it
holds critical information, such as the timestamps of the events, version num-
ber, etc. By reading the this file, the client device can have an idea which JAR
file is the newest version and where the newest version is. The content of this
file is shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17,  the content of “logfile.txt” file

5.4 Status Retrieving Component

Status Retrieving Component refers to two different devices, one is  the Ob-
server, the other is the client device. The work flow is shown as figure 4 men-
tioned before.

The Observer chooses one sensor and requests for the sensor value. For exam-
ple, the selected Sensor is the sensor shown in figure 10 of which universal
identity is “example@miun.se/sensor”. The following figure 18 presents the re-
questing page.
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Figure 18,  Choose a Sensor to get its Sensor Value

If the selected device was online, it  would receive the request from this ob-
server. Meanwhile, the client device is prompted with the following prompt dia-
logue box as figure 19 shows. 

Figure 19,  Choose a Sensor to get its Sensor Value

Then the client device makes a reply to the observer with its sensor value. The
observer presents the information on the web page like figure 20 shows, once it
gets the information it wants.
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Figure 20,  Sensor Value Page

5.5 Uploading Component

The Uploading Component enable the administrator to upload the newest ver-
sions of the program code(a JAR file) which is necessary for all the devices
connected to the platform. The diagram flow of the uploading component is
shown like figure 5. As we can see from the GUI of Authorized Node shown in
figure 12, the Uploading Component can be triggered by clicking on the “up-
load” button. Once the uploading component is triggered, there is a file chooser
like figure 21.
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Figure 21,  file chooser

The file chooser enables the administrator to choose the newest jar file. If the
administrator chosen the current jar, then the administrator would be given a
warning like following figure 22.

Figure 22,  Warning for choosing the current JAR

If the administrator chosen the older versions, then the administrator would also
be given a warning like following figure 23.

Figure 23,  Warning for choosing the older version

After choosing the new jar file, there is one prompt dialogue box which enable 
the administrator to input the version information as figure 24 shows.
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Figure 24,  GUI for input the JAR version number

As we can see, the valid input which is shown in the GUI only is the digital. If 
the administrator inputs invalid input in figure 25 then there is a prompt dia-
logue box as figure 26 shows.

Figure 25,  GUI for invalid input

Figure 26,  Warning for invalid input

Until the selected file gets valid version number, it is going to be uploaded to
the library shown in figure 13 mentioned before.  For example, the newest jar
file is version 6.0. After uploading the new jar, the GUI of the Authorized Node
and the files in the library changes accordingly. Compared to the GUI before
uploading new jar, the GUI modifies the JAR Version information at the top as
figure 27 shows.
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Figure 27,  GUI for Authorized Node After uploading the newest JAR

Meanwhile, the library has one more file which is marked with red underline
and was the latest JAR file before uploading. Figure 28 shows the change.

Figure 28,  folder After uploading the newest JAR
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More,  “version.txt” file logs the uploading operation. So, after uploading, there
is one more item added, which shows the information of the newest jar file
marked with the red dotted line in figure 29.

Figure 29,   “version.txt” file After uploading

5.6 Automatic Updating Component

The Automatic Updating Component is related to two kinds of device. One is
the Authorized Node, anther one is the Client Device. It means that the Auto-
matic Updating Component is available if and only if both of them are online. 

Once both of them are online, the client device subscribes the authorized node
and sends the password to the authorized node at first. The client device's pass-
word is used to validate the restarting command from the authorized node in re-
mote restarting component. The authorized node lists the password in its sub-
scribers area like Figure 30.
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Figure 30,  Client Device subscribes the Authorized Node

In the GUI of the Authorized Node, the ID of the subscriber is the network ad-
dress of the subscribers in the ST platform.

As mentioned before, the Automatic Updating Component is performed as long
as the “update” button is  clicked on. At the same time, the authorized node
broadcasts the updating command to all its subscriber. The updating command
at the client device is shown like figure 31.

Figure 31,  Updating Command 

As we can see, the updating command contains three parts, the length of the
signature, the signature signed in the authorized node's private key and the up-
dating message in clear which contains the version information. 

Then, the client device uses the public key of the authorized node to verify the
signature. If the command is unbroken, then the signature verification succeeds
like figure 32.
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Figure 32,  Signature Verification succeeds

If the verification succeeds and the new jar is newest, the client device decides
to download the newest jar. If all the client devices download the file simultan-
eously and can not do anything, platform might crash currently. Thus, to avoid
that case, wait for random time before downloading as figure 33 shows.

Figure 33,  Signature Verification succeeds

To validate the integrity of the downloaded file, the message digest is also 
downloaded. The downloaded Message Digest is presented in figure 34.

Figure 34,  Received Message Digest

After downloading the new jar file, the client device generates the message di-
gest of the downloaded file shown in figure 35.

Figure 35,  Generated Message Digest

If the downloaded file is transmitted correctly, there is a prompt dialogue box 
shown in figure 36.
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Figure 36,  Downloaded file is unbroken.

After downloading the new jar correctly, update the ST application on the client
device with the new file. Meanwhile, the “logfile.txt” file make a log. From the
following figure 37, as we can see, there is one more item which explains the
detail about the automatic updating.

Figure 37, Downloaded file is unbroken.

5.7 Remote Restarting Component

After transferring the newest versions correctly,  the ST application on client
device will be restarted to use the newest version.
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In the case the downloaded newest jar file is unbroken, ST application on the
client device exits once it receives the remote restarting command and verifies
it successfully from the authorized node as figure 38 shows.

Figure 38,  Restarting Message and verification succeeds

To keep platform staged roll-out, the client device waits for random time to 
exits. The following figure 39 shows the case.

Figure 39,  Downloaded file is unbroken.

The remote restarting component is achieved by means of the interprocess com-
munication which depends on a file. In this case, there is one file used to facilit-
ate the communication between the ST application and another process on the
client device. The fact is that before the ST application exits, it writes a restart-
ing sign to the file, which is a special integer 123 in the project. The operation
is interpreted in figure 40.

Figure 40,  Downloaded file is unbroken.

Sequentially, the another process restarts the Sensible Things application if it 
read the restarting sign from the file. Before restarting the Sensible Things ap-
plication, the another process removes the restarting sign from the file as figure 
41 shows.
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Figure 41,  Downloaded file is unbroken.

The figure 42 shows that the Sensible Things application in client device begin 
using the newest version, once it is restarted.

Figure 42,  Client Device with newest version 6

In the situation where the new version has errors, then the Sensible Things ap-
plication in the client device would reuse the older version. The reusing action
is recorded in the “logfile.txt” as following figure 43 shows.
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Figure 43,  Reusing older version due to the new version with errors
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6 Conclusions 
According to the statement of the proposed project in chapter 1, there are three
concrete requirements. The results of these three requirements are analyzed in
detail and one by one as following.

First one is to check device status.  As the results which is explained with the
screen-shots in chapter 5.4 shows, the observer is able to get the sensor value
from the client devices. Sequentially, present the sensor value on web pages to
facilitate the administrators to check devices. Thus, the status checking function
is achieved.

Second one is to implement automatic updating. From the results presented in
chapter 5.5 and 5.6 shows, the automatic updating is achieved in secure manner.
The automatic updating adopts digital signature as well as message digest to
check the  authentication  and verification  of  the  commands  and downloaded
files, usually with asymmetric cryptography technology. In this way, the auto-
matic updating provides enough security.  Moreover, the client devices wait for
a moment randomly before downloading the new versions, so that it can guar-
antee the system stage roll-out. In addition, the client devices record the updat-
ing operations in detail. Thus, it also achieves the requirement which aims to
make a log to facilitate dealing with the exception.

Then, it comes the remote restarting which are presented in the chapter 5.7 in
detail. The remote restarting also focuses on the secure issues like the automatic
updating. After restarted, the Sensible Things application is able to begin using
the downloaded new program. Moreover, it keeps the platform staged roll-out
by means of keeping client device waiting for a random time to exit. In this
way, the remote restarting function is obtained in secure manner.

In all, we can get a conclusion that the overall aim of the project which is to
create the functionality to update software automatically and restart the devices.
Meanwhile,  overall aim is achieved with high security.

Compared with the manual updating, the automatic updating has several out-
standing advantages. 

1). One is that the automatic updating don't need people to search for the new
versions online and worry about the fixes might be missing.

2). Furthermore,  the automatic updating can be executed even if users away
from the devices. Thus, users don't bother the remote physical access and it's
more efficient, convenient and save lots time with low consumption.
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3). One more, the users do not need to learn about the details how to process the
updating operation and the updating operation would not be influenced by mis-
take.

4). Besides that, the automatic updating is in time. 

5). More importantly, the automatic updating can provide higher security com-
pared  to  searching  for  and  downloading  the  new versions  online  manually,
cause it can guarantee the resource holder is almost 100% trusted and makes
use of the cryptography.  

But every coin has two sides, the automatic update still has downside:

1). The manual updating may be faster than the automatic updating when some
segment of the Internet is congest.

2). More, the automatic updating might be interrupted by single point failure.

3). Worse, downloading results in decreased bandwidth speed of the Internet.

4). Apart from that, the incomplete downloading may well result in crashing of
the devices including the blue screen error.

5). If there is something wrong with the automatic updating, the users who do
not know about the details can not solve the problem.

6.1 Ethical Discussion

The automatic updating service has been widely used and facilitates our work-
ing to a great extent. However, it has the negative things. The automatic updat-
ing service might be vulnerable to various attack when transmitting the file over
the Internet. That is really a disaster, cause it might be virus, even monitor our
computer to steal what they want, worse destroy the computer.

6.2 Propose Further Work

The designed system might be more satisfying if it makes use of secure trans-
mission protocol and support client variety. When executing updating, it should
provide different updates for devices with different hardware conditions, such
as different OS, make and mode, etc. Then, the client devices determine the
most needed one. More, if the automatic updating adopts the mechanism which
is similar to Bit-Torrent in Peer-to-peer file sharing to optimize the download
speed, it can be more efficient. But, pay an attention to the authentication issues
of the resource holder.
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